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Summary:

Ready Player One is about the death of James Halliday, the creator of a virtual reality simulation 
known as OASIS. Before he died he made a video to announce that within OASIS there was a hidden 
Easter egg and the person who could find it would inherit his money and his business. The only clue 
that he gave was that there were three key that unlock three gates, and once those were found the 
Easter egg would be found.  

A nerd teenager by the name of Wade Watts is poor in the year 2045 and cannot afford the luxury of 
the money in OASIS, but he goes to school and spends most of his time in it. He decides to become one 
of the gunters who seek out the Halliday Easter egg by studying his life and clues. Wade goes through 
his epic quest to find the Halliday Easter egg before the Sixers, who were people who worked for Nolan 
Sorrento who wanted Halliday's money to put restrictions on OASIS. Most of the other gunters didn't 
like the Sixers either so Wade makes friends with other gunters to find the egg and defeat the sixers.



Main Characters:
• James Halliday “Anorak” – was a prominent game designer and 

now-deceased creator of the OASIS.

• Wade Watts “Wade3” “Parzival”- is an 18-year-old protagonist 
American boy living in a subdivided trailer home with his aunt on 
the outskirts of Oklahoma City.

• Samantha Cook “Art3mis”- is a high-level gunter in the OASIS and 
maintains a blog about her exploits in the OASIS that Wade has a 
cyber-crush on.



Setting:

It is set in 2045 an age of advanced 
virtual reality technology called 

OASIS.



Conflict:

Wade's major conflict is that he has to find all 3 keys before 
anyone else, especially a large corporation who has hired 

professional "gunters" to find the keys and to kill Wade so that 
they can take over the OASIS. The OASIS is a virtual reality 
online network where you can play games, attend school and 

make real money to spend in the virtual world or the real 
world.



Solution:

Wade started from nothing but became famous and rich upon finding 
all the keys and winning the Egg with the help of his allies.



Mood:

The Mood of Ready Player One is Adventurous and Exciting!




